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An accessible ocean with open and equitable access 

to data, information, and technology and innovation.

Develop a comprehensive digital 
representation of the ocean.

Digital Twins of the Ocean – DITTO 
establising a common understanding of a DTO 

Digital twins are fine-grained virtualizations of 

physical objects and systems which have 

been widely applied in the engineering realm 

for tasks such as engine optimization and 

port management. 

As a concept, digital twinning is gaining 

momentum in Earth and Ocean science, 

particularly as a way to intuitively bundle and 

provide easy access to marine data, models, 

and simulations. 

A well-constructed digital twin of the ocean 

will enable a wider range of users to 

interact with digital assets to explore 

current and future scenarios, especially 

related to human interactions with the ocean.





An accessible ocean with open and equitable access 

to data, information, and technology and innovation.

Develop a comprehensive digital 
representation of the ocean.

Digital Twins of the Ocean – DITTO 
Value chain and frames of intervention

Ocean 
Information
supporting 

Services

Ocean 
Information 
assessing 
Interventions



Ocean Observation and Information Value Chain

Ocean 
Information
supporting 

Services

What is the state of 
the ocean today?  
And how will it 
change tomorrow?
Initial Value Probelm 



Ocean Simulation Digital Twin Framework

Ocean 
Information 

assessing 
Interventions

What – If Scenarios  
How will the ocean 
change if humans act?
Boundary Value Probelm 



Digital Twin ‚Prototype‘

What would the global temperature look like if we put CO2 in the atmosphere? 



Digital Twin ‚Prototype‘

What is the most cost effective option to mitigate the coastal 
impact of sea level rise? 



Delivering Digital Twin Information

Decision making theaters – Browser based systems – Jupiter Notebooks – 3D immersive environments  
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An accessible ocean with open and equitable access 

to data, information, and technology and innovation.

Develop a comprehensive digital 
representation of the ocean.

Digital Twins of the Ocean – DITTO 
Program Proposal to the Ocean Decade

DITTO will establish and 

advance a digital 

framework to explore 

ocean related development 

scenarios

40 Partners from around 

the world 



An accessible ocean with open and equitable access 

to data, information, and technology and innovation.

Develop a comprehensive digital 
representation of the ocean.

Digital Twins of the Ocean – DITTO 
Program of the Ocean Decade

Opportunities for 
DITTO – FourSea&OceanPredict

• Fully embrace the opportunities of the ‘digital 
revolution’ and shape the future of the digital 
knowledge ecosystem to be collaborative, shared 
and equitable.

• Establish an Digital Ocean community building on 
the momentum of the Ocean Decade, the Ocean 
Mission, The Digital Twin Earth actions, the G7 
agreement and global, regional and national 
initiatives.  

• Work together in a Community Of Practice around 
ocean prediction (Decade Outcome).  


